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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Manufacturer Stands Behind Collaboration Platform
Monroeville Pa., March 15, 2004 – Compunetix, the world’s premier manufacturer of collaborative
conferencing platforms, will be extending its rich history of innovation by launching the industry’s
first guaranteed lifetime support program. Compunetix, which specializes in multipoint communication
offering the program for its popular family of CONTEX® 240/480 multipoint conferencing systems.
The CONTEX is a robust collaboration platform that enables and coordinates integrated audio and web
conferencing.
Compunetix has defined and driven the global collaborative market since the introduction of the
CONTEX line of audio conferencing bridges. This all-digital platform ushered in the era of businessclass teleconferencing and transformed on-demand conferencing into a standard tool of corporate
communication. Due to the CONTEX 240/480’s unmatched reliability and because Compunetix is the
only bridge provider that fully manufacturers all aspects of their platforms — from printed circuits
qualifications into additional investment protection for its customers.
The program will guarantee lifetime product support for those original owners of the CONTEX 240/480
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boards through customized software — the company is in a unique position to leverage those
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solutions for conferencing service providers (CSPs), governmental agencies, and enterprises, will be
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Compunetix Announces Guaranteed Lifetime Product
Support

products who have continued maintenance contracts with Compunetix since their purchase. The details
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of the new program will be given to each of these customers and to new customers of Compunetix
CONTEX systems.
“This new program provides yet another way for Compunetix to add significant value to our customers.
We are able to leverage our strengths as a company and our superior product reliability,” explains
Gerard Pompa, vice president and division manager of Compunetix Communications Systems Division.
Owners of Compunetix products currently experience an extraordinary long product life cycle. In fact,
recent studies have concluded that more than 95% of all CONTEX ports deployed since the platform's
introduction remain in operation today.
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Pompa adds, “Our CSP customers build their business upon this platform and depend on its
functionality and reliability. Similarly, our enterprise and government customers rely upon our systems
term commitment to product support which further protects their investment in the CONTEX systems.”
Compunetix is the leading manufacturer of multipoint collaboration equipment in the world. With over
200,000 ports installed in more than 25 countries, the company has the industry’s largest worldwide
deployment of digital teleconferencing systems. Dedicated to customer-focused and innovative
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technology, Compunetix engineers and manufactures all aspects of its conferencing equipment,
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for their particular missions. All customers participating in this program will be able to trust our long-
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ensuring its customers that their bridges are the highest quality, most reliable and most flexible
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solutions available. For more information call Robert Haley at (800) 879-4266 or (412) 373-8110, or
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visit the Compunetix Web site at www.compunetix.com.
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